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PREFACE
We have been working together as Mobile Kultur Byrå since 2006, fostering modest cultural endeavors while at the same time contemplating
our own situation as cultural producers Ehe difocult working conditions
of the Russian Market traders, who travel from Murmansk, Russia to
Kirkenes, Norway once a month to trade at the town square, is our departure point for interventions and investigations into the realities of small
scale, cross-border trading.
A number of people have provided us with thoughts and statements, some of
which we have presented in this book, along with our own descriptive formulations on the particulars of our work. Responding to issues raised by the
traders, our work spans from the practical issues of the working facilities,
the storage and the need of market stalls, to questions of organization and
representation. These issues led us to investigate further the legislation and
regulations concerning traders who cross the border between two national
states, as well as the European Schengen border. How come this little group
of about twenty semi-professional traders-pensioners from Murmansk was
so tightly reigned in, while elsewhere we were witnessing distribution of
goods across national borders on a global scale? These questions are addressed in two chapters, Working Facilities, and, Markets and Regulations,
that are informed by two of our exhibitions in Kirkenes and Tromsø, in
2011, as well as by our text, Apparent Forces of Motion. In our conversation with the independent scholar and writer Jaime
The Mobile Kultur Byrå
Stapleton, which we present excerpts of, Stapleton
exhibition in Tromsø Center for
gives insights about markets in the context of curContemporary Art in 2011 was
rent neoliberal capitalism, including how it affects
entitled russianmarket.info —
Taking Inventory. With this book
regulations on the micro level. For example: why
we rename it to Russian Market
couldn’t the Russian traders open a bank account in
Turnover.
Kirkenes? We invited Director Svein Ingvoll Pedersen and Gallery Assistant Marit Jul Overrein to describe how we came to
re-regulate the Russian Market inside the Tromsø Center for Contemporary
Art, while preparing for the exhibition Russian Market Turnover*.
To introduce our main subject and inspiration, the Russian Market in
Kirkenes, Research Director Aileen A. Espíritu writes about the traders
6
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from her personal research interests regarding gender, the Barents Region
and international political economics. Christophe Kotanyi repects on the
creation of situations, and as novel-like narrative arc reaches a climactic
revelation, the voice of the Russian Market Trader, Svetlana Gorban, tells
about the starting point of a small-scale trading reality.
We are grateful to the authors of the texts presented in this book, as well
as to those who have shared stories and knowledge with us. We would also
like to thank all who have contributed, supported and collaborated with
us up till now.
Mobile Kultur Byrå (Kirsten Dufour, Hilde Methi, Ulrike Solbrig)

Mayday Breakfast with the Women of the Russian Market, May 1, 2009, the Seamen’s Club, Kirkenes.
Watching a compilation of all the video-interviews made so far, with Russian subtitles

Preface
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Discursive Picnic_10th Year Anniversary of the Russian Market in Memory of Ellisif Wessel, Kirkenes
square, 26.09.2008. Left: Mobile Kultur Byrå, Ulirke Solbrig, Hilde Methi and Kirsten Dufour (photo:
Sør-Varanger Avis, 27.09.2008), right: two journalists at the Picnic (video still: MKB)

From the very beginning in 2006, Mobile Kultur Byrå’s work in Kirkenes was
met in a playful and open-minded attitude by the inhabitants, authorities, researchers, journalists, business people, and scholars alike. With a supportive
vibe hovering over the market, the people in Kirkenes understood that the Russian Market had long become one of their trademarks. The only opposition that
we could sense seemed well intended, but in any case, the market seemed to
have outlived its purpose. Either the community was already adequately supplied with anything the market had to offer, which seemed unlikely, or the
working conditions on the market could no longer be tolerated.
The morning after our orst public intervention at the market square, the Discursive Picnic_10th Year Anniversary of the Russian Market in Memory of Ellisif Wessel’, had taken place, the headline of the front-page article of Kirkenes'
local newspaper, Sør-Garanger Avis’, proclaimed: The Russian Market Disappears’ (Russemarkedet forsvinner). After our orst shock, thinking our intervention had been counter- productive, we realized that this bleak pronouncement actually must have been the result of the market traders’ own rhetoric
strategy to push for better conditions. The journalists were only quoting them.
If the existing conditions were to prevail, the market would cease to exist.
The two nights before, in Murmansk, we had turned into some kind of puzzled interrogators. How much did we control the situation? In the hotel rooms
you couldn't turn off the heating. So we slept with open windows, heating
8
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Murmansk from our room. We hadn't thought of the possibility of mosquitoes at the end of September, but what followed should have prepared us for
the newspaper headline: days before the intervention at the market place,
Galentina Ivanovna Dolgaya, the only market trader who had followed our
invitation to have a meeting at the lobby of the Hotel Meridian, had already
surprised us by claiming that the market soon no longer would exist. While
she had seemed strangely protective of this dark scenario, at the same time
she had spoken quite vividly and in an engaged manner about her little enterprise and seemed not at all invested in the idea of giving up, despite the fact
that rumors had it that she was well over y0. It's not minus, it's plus  I don't
earn too much, but I travel, so it's OK.’

Russemarkedet forsvinner
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The Russian Market in Kirkenes, 25.11.2010. Photo: Michael Miller

If in 2008 the travel costs alone rose to 1800 NOK and if the goods she sells
cost double of 1/3 of that amount, how much does she need to break even?
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Valentina
Kransoshechenko, late
parttime trader and
pensioned mathematician.
Video still, Discursive
Piknic_10th Year
Anniversary of the Russian
Market in Memory of Ellisif
Wessel, in a lavuu at the
square in Kirkenes 2008.
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* = 790 NOK, 120 $, 98 €
**= 106 $, 88 €

RUSSIAN MARKET WOMEN IN KIRKENES:
CROSSING BORDERS OF INTERNATIONAL
POLITICAL ECONOMY
Aileen A. Espiritu
The story of the Russian Market Women who have been coming to Kirkenes
since the 1990s is but a microcosm of the enormous global change in the
aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. Eschewing the Marxist-Leninist social welfare state, Russia embraced capitalism full force and
a neo-liberal order became the dominant paradigm that shaped the new
post-Soviet space, polity, and economy. Arguably, Russia and Russians were
not ready for the social welfare safety net to be removed, leading to great
need and poverty in the late 1990s, but also to resourcefulness and entrepreneurship. The Russian market women, as a group, are but one example
of such resourcefulness and entrepreneurship.
In recounting the story of these women, I examine the gendered practices of
transnational trade and labour across borders and analyse the highly regulated trade migration of Russian market women to Northern Norway. Concurrently, over the last two decades, polities in East Finnmark and Kirkenes
town in Northern Norway have fashioned an identity as a border territory at
the heart of the Barents Region, advancing and welcoming Russian migration and trade into Northern Norway.
Local discourses in media, newspapers, interviews with local ofocials and
the Russian market women themselves, the work of activist artists, and
participant observation informs the conclusions I make here. Through the
theoretical frame of Cynthia Enloe’s analysis of gendered international political economy and using gender as a category of analysis, I conclude that
despite the explicit policies of gender equality and the tacit acceptance of
egalitarian practices in Norway, the Norwegian regulations and restrictions
on the labour migration of Russian market women are deeply gendered.

Background. Kirkenes
Located 1u kilometres from the Russian border, Kirkenes, in the Sør-Garanger Municipality in Northeast Norway was built up around one industry 
Russian Market Women in Kirkenes: crossing borders of international political economy
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iron ore mining. The mine began producing iron ore in 1906 and the mines
functioned until 1996 when it was decommissioned. Favourable world prices for iron ore revived the mine in 2009. Nevertheless, in the intervening
period when the mine was closing and then eventually closed, Sør-Garanger
Municipality and Kirkenes had to address the loss of an industry vital to its
sustainability and also to its identity. One of the key options was the possibility of economic trade with Russia. Indeed this intervening period led to a
diversiocation of the local economy and to the creation of jobs, businesses,
and opportunities that were not related to mining. It was a maturation process for Kirkenes, the town at the centre of the Municipality, that opened the
possibilities for trade and exchange with their Eastern neighbour.
The creation of the Barents Region was also important in the economic diversiocation of Kirkenes. It has led to greater relations between the borderlands of Russia and Norway, especially through people-to-people contact,
not least the establishment of a Russian market one day a month.

Russian Trade
Triggered by the fall of the Soviet Union, with the establishment of the
Barents Region as a political region, and coincident with the collapsing
Russian economy by 1998, many Russians took up the invitation to engage with their neighbours economically. Thus, a robust trade in Russian
goods, women (prostitution), and visitors came to East Finnmark with both
negative and positive effects. Concerns over the negative impact of open
trade and borders, and prostitution on the borderland, led the Norwegian
government to restrict any form of economic trade, and the Russian market women stopped coming. Only with pressure from the local municipality, Sør-Garanger, was it revived in the early 2000s with strict and limiting
controls placed on the market. Regulations included being able to sell only
one specioed day each month, restricted business visas that limit mobility
to travel only to Kirkenes, no pexibility as to choice of market days, and a six
month interval between selling at festivals.
Despite these challenges, some 17 to 20 women from Murmansk, mostly retired, travel to sell goods on the central square in Kirkenes every last Thursday of every month. They painstakingly make the 250 kilometre journey on
bumpy roads to Norway, crossing a Schengen border in order to trade for
one day. Encouraged by the prospect of making or supplementing a living,
16
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The Russian Market disappears
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these women from all backgrounds and professions continue to sell goods in
Kirkenes strictly regulated from Oslo under the Norwegian Directorate of Immigration.

International political economy
Unbeknownst to the women, their cross-border trade symbolizes the practice of international political economy at the local level between Northern
Norway and NW Russia set against the international political economy of
heavy industry of mining and resource extraction in the High North with
its byproducts sold on the world market. Heavy industry, discourses on
oil and gas extraction, and industrial transport and logistics dominate the
economies in this Arctic region. And here in this milieu of resource grab’ or
delimitation’ of the Barents Sea in order to open up the Arctic for development, we may ask what Cynthia Enloe asks in her study of global political
economy Bananas, Beaches, and Bases: Making Feminist Sense of International Politics (2000): where are the women?’ in the discourses around
economic, social, and political development in a globalizing world? Indeed,
the voices of these Russian market women are but ephemeral whispers in
the loud and persistent talk that dominates in the High North. A talk that
is ubiquitous, and questioned by largely marginalised voices: NGOs, artists,
curators, environmentalists, the Russian market women, etc.
The wave of globalised political economy, in short, gives no voice (read:
no value) to the Russian market women. Yet, the impact that they have at
the local level, within the network of the sellers themselves, within their
extended families, and in the community of Sør-Garanger is invaluable. Elderly retired women are a cohort of populations in industrialised societies
that tend to be most vulnerable and marginalised. In Northern Russia, the
retirement age for women is 50 years of age, middle age for most of the
developed world. Moreover, the pensions given to retired people in Northwest Russia, on average, is not much more than poverty wage levels. This
pressure is great for retired people -- a pressure that the few Russian market
women have tried to alleviate in their entrepreneurial activities on the other
side of the border with Norway. And indeed, the importance of the market
for them is that they have been able to supplement their incomes and likely assisted their families onancially because of money earned through the
market. Also extant is that the women have created a working environment
and network of support for each other that binds them with the identity of
20
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Russian market women,’ a source of empowerment and agency that sustains the group. Also, it cannot be denied that the presence of the Russian
market women in Kirkenes has become an identity of the town. In the local
identity-making and the discourse of the municipality itself, Russians and
the Russian market women are central. The municipality, for example, advertises the market on its website and provides resources for tables to be
set up in the market square. On the whole, with some pressure from their
supporters, the municipality has been accommodating.

Conclusion
The kind of entrepreneurship deoned by small-scale and limited trade
practised between Murmansk and Kirkenes indeed receives very little
support, in contrast to the speculative economies of Shtokmann or the potential for massive transport on the Northeast Passage from Barents to the
Pacioc. For the small-scale trade engaged in by a few Russian retired women, these are international political economies that are difocult to compete with. Nevertheless, as I have tried to argue above, the inclusion of
the Russian market women in the socio-political economy of Kirkenes and
Sør-Garanger is of great importance and value both for the municipality
and for the personal economies and networks of the women themselves.
And thus, it must be incorporated in the measure of success of cross-border cooperation between the following pairs of seemingly disparate polities: Norway and Russia, women and men's economies, small-scale trade
and massive industrialization.

Page 14, 17, 18 Market Update in uqbar projectroom, Berlin, 2011, Mobile Kultur Byrå's installation
'russianmarket.info — Taking Inventory': projection, video-interviews, poster (see page 30-31)

Russian Market Women in Kirkenes: crossing borders of international political economy
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WORKING FACILITIES
russianmarket.info — Taking Inventory
When our exhibition, russianmarket.info — Taking Inventory, took place at the
Borderland Museum, Kirkenes, at the end of August 2011, the disagreement
between the traders about their storage inspired Mobile Kultur Byrå to start
turning issues inside out. We moved the core material of the Russian Market,
the boxes of goods that used to be stored in a trailer, temporarily into the Borderland Museum stacked up against the walls of the exhibition space, and the
trailer parked in front of the museum entrance. A special edition of Russian
Market items, selected by the traders, was on sale, displayed in glass cases in
the exhibition space or in the museum’s shop.
The storage-installation was complemented by a market stall as a manifestation of our vision of a more comfortable sales situation and a survey book,
provided for visitors to add their thoughts about the issue.
After one month, the museum stopped functioning as a storage and shop for
the market goods, as the next Russian Market took place at Kirkenes’ square.

Working Facilities
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TAKING INVENTORY
We had decided to borrow all of the goods from the Russian Market, including
the trailer they were stored in, for our exhibition at the Borderland Museum
in Kirkenes. We felt enthusiastic about the logistical challenge we were going
to face. Storing the goods in the museum  even if it was only temporarily 
seemed like a good use of the exhibition space.
The decision could only be made by the traders one and a half days before the
opening of our show, on Saturday noon, when the goods were packed, at the
closing of the market day on Thursday evening. We insisted that with the help
of the museum's staff we would be able to unload the goods in one working
day, and with help of a color code system we would ot the boxes properly
back into the storage area again. The trailer with the goods would be back in
its permanent place before the next market day, and we would compensate
for any incidental damage. After an hour of intense dispute on the square, the
traders agreed. Our dream of logistical perfection that accompanied this idea
turned instead into a logistical nightmare.
According to our plan, the museum, would be able open at 8.30 am as usual on
weekdays. But at the outset, with the trailer already in place and the museum
staff all lined up to help us, the trailer’s key was not where it was supposed to
be: at Fretex nobody seemed to know about it. After a few phone calls between
Murmansk and Kirkenes we were able to get hold of the key. Already 90 minutes behind schedule, we started, opening up the back of the trailer, and were
faced with a chaotic mess of toppled-over-boxes that didn't resemble a suitable
departure point for any of the logical systems for relocating the boxes that any
of us envisioned. How do you make a logical system without some sort of grid
and without anywhere near enough time? We were madly rushing about to get
the goods out of the trailer and into the museum so that we could install our
show and get everything completed before the 4pm end of the working day.
We had to split up: one at the exhibition, one at the trailer and one who was
commuting between them, together with the helpers from the museum staff.
Sometimes we would switch tasks in order to get a more detailed overview. As
soon as the arrangement of boxes started to become tidier and something like
a mapping out seemed possible, Babylonian language confusion took over with
each of us trying to map the boxes in each of our idiosyncratically practical sys24
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tems, while at the same time trying to communicate these systems to the others.
While unloading cardboard boxes, pieces of display furniture, and jumbo sized
Chinese manufactured plastic tote bags, we color-coded and numbered each
of them, and later added an indication of whether they had been placed on the
top, middle or bottom of an individual heap, and if the heap was on the right or
left side of the trailer, or next to the wall, or the aisle, and then added any other
information that would help to distinguish between the boxes. At some point
we drew little maps on each box, showing what numbers were on the boxes
next to it. We marked lines with tape on the wall and the poor of the trailer to
demarcate borders separating box conglomerates that we hopefully assumed
belonged to different traders. One practical, almost archeological technique,
was to take photographs of each layer of goods as they revealed themselves
during the process of unpacking.
While the person in the trailer was unloading and trying to memorize minute
details of how it all was put together during different segments of the process,
the person in the museum was simultaneously organizing the boxes using her
own inventive logic, while at the same time trying to decipher the system of
the person in the trailer.
Putting the goods back into the trailer was an unusually hard nut to crack.
The orst measure we took, with the memory of what we had just experienced painfully fresh in our minds, was to allocate a period of three days for
this task, three times as much as we had used for unloading. The exhibition
was on the orst poor so all of the items had to be transported on a cart down
to the ground poor in an elevator and then to the trailer, which was parked
just outside the main entrance of the museum. While inside the exhibition
space, you could look out of the window of the space with one eye at the
trailer, and then while with the other eye you could look at the huge accumulation of boxes stretched out in one corner of the exhibition space. And
if you were paying attention, you could also sense the presence of a faint
odor coming from the boxes that the goods were stored in. Exposed to a
wide range of weather over the years, they carried the aroma of cardboard
that had been repeatedly moistened and then dried and now had a subtle,
barely discernable scent of mould, which only those who carried the boxes some distance might notice  hundreds of these cardboard boxes that
looked nearly identical to anyone who isn't used to distinguishing between
innumerable, similar cardboard boxes.
Working Facilities
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We started out by studying the photographs and tried to ogure out where to
begin. Where were the pieces with the highest numbers? Did they belong on
the left or on the right side, were they next to the wall or not, on the bottom,
on the top, or in the middle of their respective heap, and where were the neighboring boxes? What was the last number? What were the systems which the
items had been organized in, as they had successively appeared in the space?
At which point had each readjustment been introduced? The reloading of the
items became a jigsaw puzzle, needing us to spot tiny nuances of color and
shape. Several times, things seemed hopeless, as when clusters of boxes which
had already been placed inside, suddenly proved in the following round to have
been misplaced and had to be organized all over again. It was the most difocult organizational task we had ever faced. Our system’ was not translatable
into any abstract orderly scheme. When we imagined that we were at the core
of oguring out one section we would suddenly realize that it couldn't possibly
be right. Finally, we determined that we just had to pack the boxes, whenever
they seemed to be correct according to their color-code, photographs, numbers
and marks, trying as best we could to cling to our absurdly ofocious set of systems. Beyond this there was no guarantee. At some points there were a number
of boxes that we had to put in despite our vague uneasiness that this was not
their proper place. We started to imagine what would happen when the traders
began to unload their goods, mocked by boxes that resembled theirs but were
utter misots. The memory of placing leftovers in anyplace that we managed to
ot them into, left us with a stomachache accompanied by the well founded fear
that a slight bit of rough transport could ruin in an instant any order we had
struggled to achieve.
The truck-driver, when he came to pick up the trailer to transport it back to
its original location, had to maneuver back and forth, back and forth, until he
onally managed to get the truck into the right position for pulling the trailer from the museum entrance area out on to the road. Each little back and
forth movement added another trace of bad conscience and anxiety as we
imagined all the possible damage this movement could cause for the fragile
crystal and birch bark items. Normally, the goods would be waiting in the
order the women had originally placed them in, outside in the trailer, often
subjected to inclement weather conditions, but without the potentially damaging stress of transport. Now, as nervous onlookers, we could only keep our
ongers crossed.

26
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The only task left for us was to be by the trailer next morning when the traders were unloading it, check for any damage, and hope everybody could ond
their respective belongings, thereby proving our commitment and benevolent
concern. This felt like showing up at school knowing full well your homework
was incomplete, and if this were not enough, we even ended up arriving at
the site one hour behind schedule. At ove o'clock in the morning we breathlessly rushed in to ond the women already there and as usual, in the midst
of unloading their goods and bringing them to the square on their little, two
wheeled carts. At this stage, it seemed as if two or three of them were confronted with less favorable results. They had problems onding many of their
boxes in the mess. One heard broken crystal, but had yet no time to detect
exactly what was broken. When we went to the market in the afternoon, all
pieces had fallen into place. The broken goods were two items of birch bark,
and four of crystal, that we compensated the women for. The corner of the
exhibition space where the goods had been remained empty now, except for
some photographs placed there as a memento of the installation.

Working Facilities
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The empty storage-trailer for the Russian Market goods placed in front of the Borderland Museum with A0 posters in a Russian, Norwegian and English version of
WKHWH[W7KH6ZDQWKH&UH\ÀVKDQGWKH3LNH 6HHQH[WSDJH

Russian Market items on sale in the foyer of the museum by the entrance (right), exhibition poster (See page 28-29) above. Visible in the back is the storage trailer
standing outside of the museum

7UDLOHU RXWVLGH DQGSDFNHGJRRGV LQVLGH ³YLHZIURPWKHZLQGRZLQWKHH[KLELWLRQVSDFHLQWKHÀUVWÁRRURI
the museum

The Russian market traders’ packed goods taken out of the storage trailer

A video compilation of MKB’s engagement concerning the Russian Market between 2006 and 2011

The cover-design for the market stall is a map of the Russian Market. The color codes indicate different categories
of goods. (Snor = rope, Bord = table, Stativ = tripod)

Improvement of the market facilities at the square
(From the notebook)
Mobile Kultur Byrå thinks improving the market facilities at the square in
Kirkenes is an important measure that will ease the working situation for the
merchants at the Russian Market. Today the merchants use tables the Municipality provides to them on trading days. When the weather is bad, with
snow and rain, the merchants have to cover their goods with plastic, which
obstructs their visibility to the costumers. When it is really cold, customers
are much less tempted to shop at the Russian Market's currently unprotected facilities. To quote Luba Limstrand at Fretex, a shop next to the square:
‘When the weather is bad, more people, unfortunately, I almost have to say,
come to our shop!’
A market stall would help to protect the merchants, goods, and costumers
against wind and weather, making the trade a more positive experience for
everyone. We think such structural change is a basic need and hope the
city of Kirkenes and the Municipality will assume responsibility and support
and contribute to this necessary improvement. We imagine that the cover
of each of the market stalls could be decorated with patterns created by
different artists. These will both be an artistic contribution to the local scenery during the scheduled Russian Markets, and be emblematic of Kirkenes'
special identity as a border city.
We will now present an initiative for a collaborative effort between the
traders, the Municipality and others in Kirkenes, which looks at the possibilities for the realization of better market facilities at the square.
In this book you can write your comments and suggestions for this initiative.
Mobile Kultur Byrå
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Market stall, easy to take apart,
equipped with a big table, roof,
and protective cover against snow
and rain, commissioned to promote
the idea of improving the market
facilities. A notebook invites the
audience to comment.

Comments expressed in the notebook were that the exhibition’s theme was
great, that it was very good for those living there to see an everyday activity through a new glance, and that there was a need for proper market
stalls, encouraging that we should start now or that after building the stalls
a better storage would have to be the next step. One thought that the market stall should be in a more Russian style’, and an online version for this
whole initiative was also suggested. Six people thanked for an interesting or
eye-opening’, exciting and beautiful exhibition.
Working Facilities
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FROM A VIDEO CONVERSATION WITH
THE INDEPENDENT WRITER JAMIE
STAPLETON, COPENHAGEN, MAY 2011
Mobile Kultur Byrå (MKB): We were very pleased about obtaining the domain russianmarket.info. The name seems to suggest an informational
site for accessing Russian consumers. This enticed us to undercut this expectation and run an informational website, detailing where and when
one could purchase Russian goods being sold at a specioc, non-Russian
locale. What we are inquiring into is the general meaning associated
nowadays with the term market’.
Jamie Stapleton (JS): Capitalism is a particular way of giving form of markets and a particular attitude towards markets. Markets existed long before capitalism. Markets organized on a capitalist basis are different from
markets organized on a non-capitalist basis. Markets existed in feudal
economies, but in a very different way. One of the great cons perpetrated
by modern economists is to make people believe that markets and capitalism are synonymous with each other: they are not, otherwise we’d
have to say capitalism has existed since the caves. That isn’t what Marx or
anyone else was talking about in their analysis of capitalism, but rather
the way markets are orientated within particular kinds of political structure. Capitalism is not synonymous with markets per se. Markets are organizational systems that subsist within certain kinds economy; but nor
are they utterly synonymous with economy  that is another ahistorical
assertion. Economies take many forms  so-called householding for example, or communist organization or very ancient forms of centralized
organization. You can have an economy without any markets. Strictly
speaking, a householding economy means one produces all you need,
and exchange nothing. That is certainly an economy. So, we have to be
much more careful with the way we use these terms.
MKB: With our work we argue that the Russian Market and small scale trade
can be a cultural activity of its own right. For instance, market traders are
executing their personal taste, and markets attract people like powers
attract bees’*.
46
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Hans Hagens, architect, Copenhagen,

JS: Markets are embedded in localities and MKB interview, 2010. Hans Hagens is
culture. Karl Polanyi did two great piecinstrumental in establishing citizen’s interest
es of work. One uncovered the historical
group for a market in Copenhagen.
and cultural roots of free-market ideology
(which underpins political neo-liberalism) and the other, which he cowrote, examined ancient, pre-capitalist markets. Markets are cultural
activities. They are very different from the way most economists, particularly neo-classical’ economists, think about markets as abstract,
mathematically orientated sites that, if left uninterrupted by governance will be naturally efocient. Polanyi’s orst book, The Great Transformation, showed where that ideology came from, and his second, Trade
and Markets in Early Empires, demonstrated the long history of markets
in different cultures  more or less from Mesopotamia onwards; really
showing that markets operated for thousands of years before modern
capitalism  they’re an essential part of human activity but  and this
is critical  they are embedded in localities and governed by cultural
traditions  that is the absolute key. Capitalism, or the market society’ as Polanyi called it, entailed disembedding markets from their roots
and abstracting that concept as a means of organizing society. For real
markets to function, there has to be cultural understanding and social
trust. For example, Rousseau pointed out that for a legal contract to
work between two people, there has to be an understanding beyond the
contract. There is nothing in the contract as such that can make us obey
it. There has to be some kind of social contract outside the actual document that allows us to agree that it is legally binding. The problem Polanyi pointed out was that if you set markets up to replace the socio-cultural system, they destroy the social trust they rely on  and of course,
much else besides. His kind of institutional economics’ is really rooted
in culture and locality and very much against the now dominant way of
thinking about economics. Mainstream economics today is neo-classical’; very abstract, mathematical and logical, and with a very narrow
view of society. More or less any means of social organization other
than the individual’ is deemed to distort’ the market. So, religion, culture, class, family, social relationships of any kind, are believed to get
in the way of people acting rationally, which is the way that markets
are supposed to operate. The aim of that kind of economics is the efocient distribution of resources and, on that kind of theory requires that
people act rationally and only in a self-interested way. That means that
Working Facilities
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you can’t have any space within that sort of thinking for social, cultural,
religious kind of afoliations because they distort the way you behave.
The institutional economics that I’m interested in makes sense for a lot of
people in the Green Movement. It is much more focused on the complex
relationship of social institutions and culture. It is very different from the
neoclassical-neoliberal view that tries to collapse all forms of value into
economic values’ i.e. prices. On that view, value means price, whereas
in fact value is far more complex  it’s a difocult thing to identify clearly
and to quantify, it has many different faces. Galue in that sense appears to
people in many different ways. Institutional economics therefore tries 
and often unsuccessfully  to understand those inherent asymmetries of
human relationships, but by doing so it includes an analysis of social and
cultural power. In contrast, the neoclassical system puts all those questions
aside and just says the economy is simply about individual economic agents
acting in a rational way under ideal conditions.

MKB: We have been discussing this border area in which the Russian Market
takes place as a kind of Special Economic Zone, a special regulated area,
and what kind of culture and aesthetics they produce.
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JS: So, what’s new about Special Economy Zones is that they attempt to
go further down the market-is-society route than ever before. Interestingly, I orst heard about them while working on a project for the group
Learning Site. Not many people had done work on them as a phenomena,
but recently some very well known economists have taken an interest.
They operate rather like tax havens but instead of suspending tax laws
as it were, they suspend labour and environmental laws that you have in
normal society. So, they are autonomous regions within a country where
law is suspended in order to create a kind of free market chaos. What interests me is that they are an attempt to enact the theory of markets, the
ideological theory of markets, in reality. Within those areas, there is no
society, no culture, no law, just the real thing’, everything is the market’.
That’s a very interesting social experiment. It’s also highly dangerous,
and frightening. The fact that countries have been attempting this indicates a certain kind of madness that a certain kind of theoretical model
is being taken literally and, if actuality doesn’t ot the theory, then you
have to change the actuality to make sure that people really work like
they do in the theory. That’s clearly nuts. It’s the kind of rigid application
of ideology we associate with Pol Pot, but its being done by rightwing
free-marketeers.
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In some ways, these kind of zones are attempts to improve’ on the space
most multinationals operate in  a kind of stateless, lawless region where
they make proots in one place and pay taxes in a tax haven.

MKB: When we found a new storage space for the Russian traders, the question of payment came up. How could they pay for a storage space in Norway? The owner of the storage space wanted the payments transferred to
their bank account, but when the traders tried to open an account, they
were told that, as foreigners they couldn't, because of Norway's money
laundering policy.
JS: For ordinary people borders still exist, you have to show a passport and
in some cases get a visa. But, not for many aspects of corporate life. If you
develop a political system that no longer believes in regulating businesses regulating assumes they are part of society and part of culture  you
end up having to place the burden of regulation on people. It’s a choice:
either markets are part of society and obey its rules, or they subsume
society and use its legal machinery to shape culture life according to its
needs. If you stop regulating markets properly and allow multinational
corporations to exploit tax loopholes, you also create a problem of excessive proots that are sometimes not quite legal para-legal perhaps,
in that they move across borders and towards tax havens with alarming
speed because there’s nothing to stop them. I ond it hugely ironic that
this failure to regulate big business is accompanied by new regulations
on the general population. In the UK we have new regulations of money
laundering, and it becomes impossible to open a bank account without a
passport and several utility bills to prove where you live  it’s a wonderful metaphor for everything wrong about the order of society and markets. The population is strangled by red-tape’ and corporations go free.
You might catch a couple of drug dealers every ten years or so from this
kind of regulation but, as the OECD pointed out a few years ago, the city’
of London (the onancial district) is effectively now a tax haven, everyone knows and tacitly accepts the city is the place to launder dirty money  its just on a scale and complexity that is deemed acceptable. A better
political system would subordinate markets to the social order. Unfortunately governments have given up: they do want to appear to be doing
something but nothing that might effect GDP estimates.
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MKB: At some point we decided to elaborate on the fact that because of the
existence of the Russian market, Kirkenes is a market city, and thus open
up a public discussion on this issue with local politicians, ofocials, and
business people.
JS: Governments could do a lot more with legal frameworks to encourage
greater localism. For example, there is currently a debate in England
about large supermarket chains moving into local communities and
pushing out more diverse, but less prootable, and much smaller shops.
Communities and some local politicians are oghting the expansion of the
chains. There is a lot that could be done in terms of local democracy and
city planning to encourage much more localized markets. Twenty years
ago, the farmers’ market movement didn’t exist, but now there are farmers’ markets in many cities in the U.K. which gives a space for small producers from out of town to come and trade on a regular basis. There could
be an awful lot more of that kind of activity, if there was a presumption
against international corporate chains of shops  the fact there isn’t is
a part of a larger political problem. Any localism we have is despite, not
because of, the way our governments regulate markets. Whatever area
of policy you’re looking at, large corporations pay politicians in one form
or another. It is not that politicians are corrupt in the old sense, but their
personal interests are closely entwined with those businesses. At the thin
end’ of the wedge, lobbyists will tell them jobs will be lost’ if they don’t
do what they are told and, at the thick end’, there is a revolving door for
politicians and civil servants and the corporations they regulate’  it’s
now a matter of weeks between them leaving ofoce and taking a job on
the board’. But there’s another self-interest mechanism here too. Every
politician knows incumbent governments don’t lose power if the economy appears strong, no matter how unpopular they are in other respects.
What looses elections are recessions. If your election happens to come
along at the moment that there is a recession, you lose power. So, they
keep their eye on the big ogures  Gross Domestic Product.
Many large companies now operate as if there aren’t any borders. They
can do that because of the way they are structured. There will be what
appear to be a number of orms operating in different places and trading
with each other, some will be major shareholders in another, but each
will take full advantage of limited liability and there will be some ultiWorking Facilities
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mate holding company, probably in the Bahamas. Often what is traded
is merely on paper  is doesn’t exist, nothing actually moves. The corporation is merely moving bits of itself around from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, oltering money from one subsidiary to another to reduce tax, or
making money on currency movements. It’s now hard to differentiate this
strategic shufping of goods, services and capital within a corporation and
what you might call productive trade between orms. In other cases, that
kind of global structure will be used to add value to an actual product.
The Guardian newspaper did a great piece of work a few years ago, looking at the pricing of bananas, how much a banana will be when it leaves a
farm in the Caribbean to be shipped to the UK. As it travels, it effectively
passes through a number of different orms, who will add value to it in
various ways, via subsidiaries registered in different jurisdictions, paying
some taxes here and others there, and registering proots in some other
place, without the banana ever leaving the ship. You end up with a situation that: the biggest producer’ of bananas in the world would appear to
be Holland because of the way value, sometime spurious value, is added
and tax off-set in different places or avoided altogether. So when the banana sets off, it’s worth about a penny and by the time it gets off the boat
at Southampton docks is worth ove. But most of that additional value is
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the multinational shufping paper within its corporate structure at some
distance from what you could call the real economy of the banana.
OK, so solutions. There are ways to re-introduce transparency back into
economic exchanges. Take for example, a didgeridoo maker living in the
outback. You make a didgeridoo, sell it to a dealer, who sells it to a wholesaler, who sells it to a wholesaler, who sells it to a retailer, who sells it to a
customer. The person who actually makes it gets very little money out of
it, but all the intermediaries make a lot more from it. The big question is
how to get more of the proot to the poorest at the primary end of production. Or, put another way, how to cut the intermediaries out. One of the
ways, you can do that is by using what is, in fact, a very ancient system
called labeling’, which is a rather sophisticated kind of trademark. When
the consumer buys the product, it says this didgeridoo was made by this
person, it was transported by this person and was sold to this person, and
now to this show. So you can physically see on the label, how many people have added value to the product along the distribution chain. Interestingly, it’s the international development wing of the World Intellectual
Property Organization (which is often regarded by activists as one of the
most venal organizations in terms of international trade) that has been
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redeveloping this system. But, sometimes it does things that are actually
useful. And this is very useful. It allows the consumer to understand, in a
very intimate way, how a commodity is made and who is making a living
from it  which, if you’re a Marxist, is the antithesis of the way capitalism
is supposed to operate. That kind of oversight dramatically reduces the
abstraction in trading, and that encourages fairness. Overall that kind of
systems tries to get a better deal for the poorest workers (of so-called indigenous peoples) in developing countries. That doesn’t mean the whole
organization is wonderful, but that such organizations can have a useful
role. It’s a matter of who works for them and what their agenda is. And in
this case I think their agenda was very good.
So, I think there is a very big practical role for local oversight and that
can be encouraged and enabled by regulation. The problem, from my
perspective, is that a lot of the radical left no longer believes that. They
don’t like the state as a concept. They appear to believe that regulation
is capitalism-in-action, because it somehow sustains the businesses.
What they appear to believe in are some kind of spontaneous, self-organising systems that never become hierarchical. But those social models are very difocult to differentiate from what free market idealists
believe in: spontaneous, self-organising markets  which are to them
a social model  and if you leave them free, they will move toward
equilibrium  a kind of non-hierarchy. I don’t believe any of that. For
better or worse, we are social and cultural creatures. Feudalism wasn’t
capitalism, and its absurd to say, that, in the absence of capitalist organization, we were less hierarchical and more equal. The fact is, we live
in very complex societies whose needs cannot be met by free markets.
Markets fail  and mostly when we leave them free. They need to subordinated and subservient to human need. And, of course, when you
stop regulating markets, you end up regulating citizens to ot the needs
of businesses. It’s actually better to regulate them to ot the needs of the
community, but then I’m an old fashioned kind of socialist. There’s not
many of us around in major parties and the autonomous’ left would
regard this discussion as bourgeois. But I’m happy to be, in that sense,
a working class bourgeois. I think the state has a role. If it regulates
markets properly, which it certainly doesn’t do at the moment, there is
much less need to regulate the lives of ordinary people.
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Page 48 Video-interviews with the independent writer Jamie Stapleton, 17 min. (video-transcript),
and the architect Hans Hagens, 13 min., who is talking about his involvement in a citizen interest
group for re-establishing a market on Israels Plads, Copenhagen
Page 49 Excerpts from video-conversations 2006-2008 with May Griff Bye, Helge Dahl Pettersen,
Bente Larssen, Solbjørg Mikkola and late Valentina Krasnoshechenko
Page 52 Selected and numbered items from the Russian Market on sale in glass cases in the
exhibition space
Page 53 Selected nitted socks from the Russian Market, numbered and priced, on sale in the
exhibition space
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MARKETS AND REGULATIONS
Russian Market Turnover*

When Russian Market Turnover came to Tromsø Center for Contemporary
Art we paid attention to the extensive regulatory measures the Russian Market traders were subjected to. While representatives from companies, even
from non-Schengen countries, could participate in Trade Fairs in Norway
for up to 3 months a year without a resident permit, the permissions for
freelance traders from North West Russia for selling on street markets in
North Norway, were granted for only one single day per month. They could
be extended by additional permits, to trade at weekend festivals, twice a
year. Every permission, of course, would involve additional paper work.
On November 24, 2011 only part of the Russian Market remained in
Kirkenes. 7 traders stayed away to join us at Tromsø Center for Contemporary Art. By inviting them to perform their sales activities for 3 days in the
gallery as contribution to Russian Market Turnover, we had encouraged a
change of locality. From their point of view this could be regarded as a temporary special-trade-zone, something otherworldly, a zone in which there
is no need to ole applications. As a legal tribute to the art world that they
had taken temporary bureaucracy-refuge in, a 5² surcharge for the Gisual
Artists’ Aid Fund was added to the prices according to the rules of art sales
in Norway.
The marketing strategy for the Russian Market in the gallery, with e-mail 
invitations, newsletters, pyers, posters and newspaper ads, was done in
consultation with a market analyzer, who had executed an online market
survey for the Russian Market in Tromsø.
As a pleasant by product of our efforts the total Russian Market turnover
proved to be considerable. When the market ended an exhibition remained.
Russian Market Turnover
November 24 — December
22, 2011, Tromsø Center for
Contemporary Art, Tromsø
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WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU PUT
SEVEN RUSSIAN MARKET TRADERS
WITHOUT WORK PERMITS INTO AN ART
SOCIETY IN NORTH NORWAY?
This was not the exact problem at hand, but it catches the essence of a discussion when Mobile Kultur Byrå, the director of the art centre and the account manager got together two days before the opening of the market to
thrash out the nitty-gritty of how to do things.
What really complicated matters was the fact that the traders couldn’t sell
their goods without a work permit. An absurd situation, really, when you
want to arrange a market. But the essence of the art society’s project was
just this: The stiping Norwegian bureaucracy with its tight regulation, limiting any possibility these Russian women might have of doing small-scale
trade in North Norway. The market was to be held in spite of the law.
But not at any price. To hold the market as usual might well lend publicity
to the project in the shape of a public violation, all the more visible within
the framework of an art show. But in that case, the market traders would assume nearly all the risk. They might even lose their limited right to do trade
in North Norway, maybe even the right to enter Norway at all.
Usually, market trading is a very basic kind of trading: the market trader
owns a tangible commodity which is sold to a buyer in return for payment.
The market traders could not do the selling, legally speaking. The art society took on this role. Thus everything sold had to be entered into the art
society’s accounts, in a way that the auditors would consider acceptable.
Auditors want receipts, documentation of turnover. Especially as much of
the sale is done in cash. Large turnovers of cash set off warning bells in the
minds of auditors, is this a case of money laundering?
But would the shift in legal responsibility be sufocient protection? Wasn’t
it obvious that when selling their goods, the art society was just doing the
market traders’ work for them? This worry gave rise to the suggestion that
Mobile Kultur Byrå should take control of the traders’ goods. As well as enMarkets and Regulations
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ter into an agreement with the art society that it would sell the goods on
commission. Commission could be paid after invoicing. And Mobile Kultur
Byrå could then pay the market traders for their goods. With more links in
the trade, the smoke screen would be denser.
But some still worried that this was not enough. The debate revealed that
the group was deocient in knowledge about economic relations and complicated monetary transactions, even at this level. There was also the obvious question of what the market traders were doing here. They did not do
the work. Were they mediators of culture, volunteers, holiday makers, or
perhaps unpaid participants in a performance, or a social art project produced by Mobile Kultur Byrå? And honestly, to every visitor, including law
ofocials, the connection between the commodities and the Russian market
traders would be obvious.
Different tacks and deonitions of art, from the tool box of conceptual art
and relational art, were introduced to make sure the market would comply
with the Immigration Act and the Book keeping Act. Legally, there is a distinction between goods and services, when something is sold and when it
is bought. A commodity is a physical item, a service is a beneot which does
not include delivery of an item. Art crosses these borders, sometimes it is a
tangible object, other times it is an act or an idea. Thus we could introduce
yet another link into the normal market business: the commodity itself. We
were not going to sell Russian merchandise.
Someone suggested the idea of a numbered certiocate to be sold as a work
in connection with the art project. The visitors/customers would not be
buying market goods, but a kind of multiple, of which a limited edition was
made. This seemed to solve several problems. The question of why you were
given, let’s say, an embroidered shawl or a pair of mittens along with the
multiple, was solved by deoning the work as consisting of both the market
goods and the certiocate.
The implementation was taking shape: our market traders would provide
goods, maybe also be part of a performance. (In retrospect, not all participants recollect the discussion alike.) The buyer must agree with the market trader as to item and price, receive two identical notes with the price
handwritten before paying at the art society’s cash desk. There one of the
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price tags would be stamped and handed back along with a numbered certiocate for each piece of merchandise. The customer would then present the
stamped price tag to the market trader and receive her item.
To the buyer the purchase must have seemed identical to what normally
happens at a market. But she paid for something other than what she got.
She was attracted to the physical item, the shawl or the mittens, but she
paid for an immaterial aura. It might perhaps be called branding in reverse.
Marit Jul Overrein and Svein Ingvoll Pedersen
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Every purchase had to run through the accounts of the Tromsø Center for Contemporary Art. The visitors received
two identical invoices from the trader that they wanted to buy from. The amount had to be paid at the cashier of
the art center, situated at the reception by the entrance. One of the invoices remained with the cashier, and the
other one was stamped as a receipt for the visitors in order to redeem their sales from the trader.

View into the front room, where the performer Zoia Pavlovna is sitting. How To Shop-posters were mediating how to buy items from the Russian Market in the
gallery including information about the 5% surcharge to the Visual Artist's Aid Fund.

Russemarked torsdag den 24 november

Anna
2 800
2 800
2 800
2 500
250
300
150
130
300
180
150
200
300
150
300
350
200
70
500
100
250
100
200
250
350
150
150
60
60
60
60
150
150
80
150

Antonina
80
150
80
300
50
300
280
600
200
300
730
150
300
300
150
650
100
200
400
30
100
60
600
130
320
100
50

Elvira
60
75
850
50
600
350
130
250
120
130
350
130
100
300
400
260
200
200
150
100
100
250
230
100
400
150
150
130
150
150
300
150
150

Galina
200
100
400
200
150
100
40
160
200
200
300
350
120
300
100
450
250
150
450
100
200
1 050
200
40
300
350
150
250
200
200
100

Irina
200
550
140
230
200
100
50
200
200
200
200
200
250
50
200
150
200
30
400
200
300
200
350
80
200
100
150
320
100
200
350
250

TOTALT

Svetlana
80
400
200
100
80
400
100
150
200
200
100
150
150
100
300
100
200
150
200
200
100
150
150
800

Zoya
150
150
150
200
100
150

50 245
5%

545 (i tillegg til det over)

810
1490

Er diff bankterminal avstemming - kred.slått på kassa
ser det ut som om det var i kassa ved start

10000
15000
2000
1000
15000
43000

Hvis det var 2590 i kass ved start, mangler det 1100 i kontanter

Russemarked fredag den 25 november
10.00-14.20
14.22-15.45
15.45-16.21
16.21-16.35
16.35-18.32
18.32-

Anna
300
50
150
70
315
50
300

Antonina
150
250
350
180
250
300
80

Elvira
90
100
50
300
90
500
200

Galina
100
150
130
300
130
500
300

Irina
100
350
450
450
200
200
1000

Svetlana
150
250
50
800
250
300
60

Zoya
200
100
180
350
100
200
350

150
1500
2700

100
700
30
200
100
300
100
150
400
300
300
300
150
300
250
100

500
120
200
150
200
600
200
100
600
200
410
100
400
200
500
100

150
100
100
150
150
100
50
180
280
550
200
100
50
100
100
600

150
500
500
500
100
80
200
300
200
300
300
180
300
150
100
120

300
350
50
150
200
350
150
150
30
150
150
170
350
350
350
150

500
200
150
1000
100
150
200
300
300
150
100
800
200
600

30
200
150
150
250
300
300
240
100
180
200
200
200
300
100
250
50
530
9070

510

250
200
100
200
100
150
200
100
100
130
150

380
400
450
150

300
200
300
300
50
100
200
150
200
100
300
200
200
30

6420

6250

8110

7890

5585

49555
135
150

5% avgift
slått feil inn på kassa

6230

Russemarked lørdag den 26 november
svart 15.15
34075
49110

TOTAL
100035

felslag
kunstsalg
1500

Anna
300
300
70
2900
300
210
200

Antonina
300
180
60
30
150
150
150

Elvira
150
30
200
100
50
60
60

Galina
100
100
180
100
130
100
50

Irina
100
500
300
20
80
350
300

Svetlana
200
100
30
500
150
60
250

Zoya
30
150
150
150
200
300
400

300
300
300
250
150
200
300
1100
210
300
600
250
200
220
100
250

150
900
150
450
120
60
150
120
30
290
100
60
75
100
100
300

450
330
230
200
300
450
240
100
100
600
100
100
130
150
160
200

200
370
230
150
350
790
100
200
290
100
100
300
250
100
100
300

40
40
600
500
500
300
200
250
280
450
100
200
130
600
100
120

50
100
30
300
250
250
250
150
150
200
200
150
100
180
50
150

200
100
100
400
200
400
230
30
100
200
150

100
120
250
300
80
150
400
150
250
200
300
200
200
200
200
30
100
60
200
350
200
70
130
150
150
200
450
430
180
150
250
180
200
180
60
400
450
200
300
150
450
350
500
450
200
150
300
150
160
200
100
200
50
150
150
50
100
250
150
150
200
250
200
300
120
100
300
150
300
200
300
80
200
300
150
70
80
150
300
160
8290

800
100
200
240
600
400
150
300
60
100
50
260
60
100
450
60
100
600
350
600
200
100
200
100
60
100
180
400
60
60
600
600
450
350
260
100
50
100
110
150
600
150
50
100
50
100
500
100
100
100
50
100
100
150
150
200
100

100
100
100
230
130
400
200
100
100
260
350
100
150
150
60
130
150
200
130
60
300
200
100
300
200
100
300
100
100
200
100
100
130
100
250
130
200
100
130
200
150
130
100
130
100
200
100
200
100

200
200
100
450
550
450
80
100
160
80
250
300
200
200
300
230
100
100
250
100
850
400
200
280
200
200
200
150
100
300
300
160
300
250
100
200
300
600
330
120
560
100
180
100
100
200
300
80
40
750

80
150
250
500
200
150
100
350
150
100
200
60
150
150
100
200
200
300
200
200
150
250
200
210
200
150
200
200
200
200
200
400
100
200
550
300
100
250
200
200
300
750
200
150
200
150
150
200
100
300
160
600
300
200
200
150
50
150
200
30
100
50
150

50
100
200
100
150
400
150
150
150
180
150

21050

16895

12130

18310

17460

5900

MARKET ANALYSIS
Carried out amongst inhabitants of Tromsø in November 2011 as preparation for the Russian Market in the Tromsø Center for Contemporary Art.
71% of them were women, 29% men. The youngest was 22, the average age
was 47.28, the eldest was 80. Nationalities: 1  Belgian, Dane, Dutch, English, Nowegian/Canadian, Norwegian/Sami, Filipino, Russian, 2 Americans,
79 Norwegians.
Professions were: 1  academic, amanuensis emeritus, archeologist, art
historian, business adviser, shop assistant/artist, civil engineer, communication ofocer, communication adviser, consultant/librarian, controller, cultural producer, cultural historian, dentist, designer, onancial adviser, freelance
photographer, freelancer, gallery owner, general manager, librarian, photographer, primary school teacher, journalist, ofoce manager, Gice-Head of
the Municipal Department for Culture and Sports, manager, musician, physician, IT consultant, principal, principal/pedagogue, professor, scenographer, scholar, school inspector, technician, therapist, unit leader, 2  cultural
workers, curators, entrepreneurs, executives, graphic designers, researchers,
physiotherapists, senior consultants, Special Ed teachers, 3 pensioners, 4 
architects, students, 6 artists, 7 teachers, 10 consultants.
45.6% visited a Russian Market before, 54.4% didnt. 95% enjoyed their visit, while 5% didn't. 92.5% visited the market for a concrete reason. 7.5%
didnt. 65% bought something, while 35% didnt.
Comments to the question if they had visited a Russian Market before were:
In retrospect previous visits to Russian Markets had felt like an enriching
experience and such impulses are needed in such outskirts of the world.
Others felt admiration for the Russian women who are tough enough to endure standing outside in -30 C. degree temperatures to bring the world to
Kirkenes. They felt that they were moving and inspiring. Also a nice atmosphere was remembered and nice products. The wish to break through the
language barrier to be able to exchange information beyond the price was
expressed.
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71.8% said they wanted to buy Christmas presents at the market.
37.2% imagined that they would buy useful goods for themselves and their
family.
59 % said they wanted to buy exciting and different commodities for themselves and their family.
12.8% said they would buy something else.
Comments to the question what they would want to buy at the market were
that hopefully they would buy nothing, because they have too much already.
Others said they wanted to buy something fun. Others said they wanted to purchase Russian specialties they dont ond in local stores. Others commented, lets
see, or said it is difocult to say, when one doesn't know what is there.
Concerning what would be important in order for
them to pay a visit to the Russian Market in the art
center 61% said that Russian Market itself is important, 60% were interested in coming because
of curiosity, 46% were interested in the possibility
of buying something exciting, 44% were interested in going to the second stage of the exhibition,
when the Russian Market was gone, 34% were
interested in the afternoon program at the three market days, 32% in the
social activity, 26% were frequent market goers that thought this would be
interesting, 26% were interested in going there to ond complimentary offers such as food and tea.
74% answered that they would want to come with their friends, 62.7% with
their family and 31% with their colleagues. Comments said that they would
come on their own, that they would most likely make an appointment and they
proposed that going alone’ should be made an option in the next query.
59% replied that they mostly stumble on information on activities like this in
local newspaper articles, 55% said they hear about it from friends, acquaintances or colleagues, 30% ond it in local newspaper adds, 25.3% on the webpages of the Tromsø Center for Contemporary Art, 16.9% see it on posters and
14.5% ond it elsewere. Somebody else commented that information like this
seems to pop up from nowhere.
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After the 3 days Russian Market’s Christmas sales had ended an exhibition remained, with the TKF
Standardrapport (A0 posters with market analysis for the Russian Market), an interview with the Norwegian
Directory Of Immigration, receipts and tables, information posters on how to shop, photographs

documenting the 3-day-Russian-Market at the art center, and a video-installation. This was complemented by an
artwork by Yvette Brackman, and the Luja Shop with mobile phone bags and traditional reindeer fur shoes by Anna
Galkina and Valentina Nikitchna from Lujavri, which also had been for sale at the market.

62 min — selected videos 2006 — 2011 by Mobile Kultur Byrå shown on eleven monitors. Interviews: May
Griff Bye, Solbjørg M. Mikkola, Bente Larssen, Sør-Varanger Municipality and Helge Dahl Pettersen, Privjet
tourist agency: How Kirkenes re-invented the Russian Market, and what the market means for the town,
Jamie Stapleton, independent writer on market politics, and Svetlana Gorban: What You Desire from Russia.

MKB interventions: Discursive Picnic_ At the Square in Kirkenes, custom made: Mayday Breakfast with the
Russian market traders in Kirkenes. They select a representative, in Murmansk. Peoples Day of Understanding
I+II: Public discussion about the market situation, and a free language interpretation service for customers
DQGWUDGHUV+LOGH0HWKL0.%LQWURGXFHVWKHÀOP-DUPDUN(XURSDDW9HUGHQVWHDWHUHW7URPV¡
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APPARENT FORCES OF MOTION
Let’s return to the metaphor of the wagon again*. For wheels to be effective,
smooth roads are needed. The wagon was unstuck from the beach now, accelerating down a slope. One wheel was broken, or wobbly, or maybe the
axle was. The wagon kept on rolling until the
See: The Swan, the Crayfish and the
wheel fell off, and then with a thud, it stopped
Pike, this publication page 32-33
dead. This happened in August 2012. Media and
local authorities termed it a scandal. For the orst
time ever the UDI (Norwegian Department of Immigration) refused the
Russian Market traders’ residence-permit for the three day long festival,
Kirkenes Days. How could this have happened?
More lax rules had been introduced in 2010. But the period mandated between each residence-permit had been increased from ove to six months.
The ofocial timing started from the last day of the previous trading visit. The
next festival, Barents Spektakel, held in February, was scheduled to open
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exactly six months after the opening of the Kirkenes Days. Would it be possible to attend both festivals?
The motion was circular with an ever changing rate of rotation.
The orst time the traders applied for permits under the new rules, they got
a permit for both festivals at once, and were charged only one handling fee.
This, we assume, must have been caused by an oversight.
The following year, maybe due to the presence of HM Queen Sonja lending
patronage to the Barents Spektakel festival and its arts, the traders again received permits, albeit only at the last moment. They were granted them for
one event only, but, surprisingly, not charged any application fee. Perhaps,
with the prospect of such a prominent visitor, it became imperative to the
organizers that these women be present, all set up outside, in the cold reality of the Arctic winter. Surrounded by several outdoor art productions and
winter activities, they became a visible token of the new post-Soviet reality
for the border town of Kirkenes.
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At the next August festival, in 2011, the interval still seemed sufociently
long  permits were once again granted. One presumes that some standards
and methods of calculating time were in place that determined how many
days were ofocially in six months, and that must have worked in favor of the
women. Over the years, as an ever-present reality, changes and uncertainty
had dogged the terms of trade, and thus hectic letter writing between different authorities, municipal authorities asking other authorities for exemptions
from rules, and the like, occurred. By the end it would usually work out. But
another centrifugal force drew the rotating body away from the center. When
again applying for both festivals simultaneously, the women were granted
permits for February only. They were told to wait until May before reissuing
applications for the August festival – the grand climax for the entire year. As
the winter festival had been postponed one week, they would be one week
short of their mandated six-month interval for the next visit.
In order to answer the traders’ questions about the regulations and what
they meant in practice, we had interviewed UDI and translated it into Russian. In a report about the market that we had distributed to various Norwe-
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gian authorities we had also written about the challenges the traders faced.
We had analyzed limitations, consequences and possibilities, suggesting
what entities could solve which problems, as well as recommending minor
adjustments in the regulation. We did not just mention that these smallscale cross-border traders-pensioners were so tightly reigned in by bureaucracy, while all kinds of companies, even also those from non-Schengen
countries, could enter the country more or less as they pleased*. We also
pointed out minor adjustments that could imSee: From a video-interview with
pact signiocantly on the traders’ conditions that
Jamie Stapleton, this publication,
would enable them to carry on their enterprise in
page 46-54
a beneocial and sustainable way. We suggested
that the demand for a residence permit should be
abandoned, and instead the women should be allowed to trade at cultural
events in North Norway for a minimum of 26 days a year. No demand for
a residence-permit would mean no mandated pauses between visits. The
women should be able to decide themselves when to trade, in dialogue with
local municipalities and festivals. Our report was a comprehensive survey,
outlining logistics and practical details, so that everybody could be well
80
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informed. Clarity should replace confusion, like
gravity pressing wheels to a surface.

Norwegian Ministry of Justice, Norway,
consultation document, 4.6, March 2012,
http://www.regjeringen.no/nb/dep/
jd/dok/hoeringer/hoeringsdok/2012/
horing---endring-av-utlendingsforskrifte/
horingsbrev.html?id=675787

In March, with the troublesome six-month interval and the one-week-under-the-limit-problem in
mind, a proposal by the Norwegian Ministry of
Justice to implement some kind of border citizen permit’ caught our attention. It would enable citizens living within a distance of some 50 kilometers
on either side of the border to apply for an ID card, allowing them to travel 50
kilometers inside the other country, without a visa. Though the market traders lived outside the zone, the Ministry had included a paragraph concerning
the traders in this same proposal, which seemed to have been picked up from
our suggestions for changes in the regulation of the trade. In the
consultation paper about the border citizen permit, the Ministry
proposed: an exception to the demand for a residence permit
for street traders, who are citizens of the Russian part of the Barents Region, traveling to North Norway to trade at a Municipal
cultural event, limited to 28 days per year*.’
Markets and Regulations
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The Russian Market traders would no longer have to apply for a residence
permit in order to attend festivals in North Norway. No mandated pauses,
no expensive handling charges. The new regulation was supposed to take
effect as of May 29, 2012  the same day as the border citizen permit.
Aware of the fact that the residence permits for this August festival were
at stake, we followed the process closely. While mayors, foreign ministers,
diplomats and the like were assembled at the border in late May to mark the
introduction of the border citizen ID-card, the expected change of residence
permit was not mentioned, neither in writing nor in oral communication. A
little note about the agreement covering the market women appeared in the
local newspaper claiming that it had failed to be approved. The Ministry of
Justice told us upon request it would be onalized before the summer holidays. Unfortunately it was onalized even later, on August 8, and effective on
August 15. The new regulation arrived just too late to allow the market traders’ presence at Kirkenes Days 2012. The apparent forces of motion worked
with friction in this instance, as the metaphor broke down. Even though the
mandated pause had become too short, apparently nobody had expected
the applications to be turned down. Perhaps our “touching the running system” had caused the situation to go havoc and inspired the UDI to strictly
follow the law this time and not allow the traders to come. Media and local
authorities termed this a scandal. The blame was placed at the door of central authorities, and the UDI in particular.
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Peoples Day of Understanding Part II
25. November 2010, Mobile Kultur Byrå provides a free language interpretation service for the customers and the traders on the Russian Market.
An excerpt from the recordings:

Norwegian customer: (pointing at a hat) I would like that in a size 56 or 57.’
The translator translates this from Norwegian into Russian for the Russian trader. The trader picks up the hat from the table and apologetically
tells the customer in Russian that these hats don’t have size labels and
that he has to try a hat to see if it ots, indicating this with a hand gesture.

Customer: (responding to the traders gestures, missing the translation) This
hat is not for me. I am sending it down South.’
Gets translated. The trader, sorry that the hats do not have size labels,
lifts up a Red Army uniform hat, explaining in Russian that this hat has a
size label and that it is a size 56. No translation.

Interpreter: (to the customer) This pilot hat is size 56.’
...while meanwhile the trader has picked up the original hat that the customer was going for again...

Customer: (looking at the hat in the trader’s hand) I’ll buy that then.’
The customer thought he got the size of the hat that he wanted though the
size given was to a different hat. The trader and the interpreter thought
the customer had decided to get the hat even if it didn’t have a size label.

Peoples Day of Understanding Part II
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ON THE PRODUCTION
OF SITUATIONS
The registration number of our orst car was 622AB. This I still remember, for
little boys such details may be quite important. My father used to drive it to
Paris, just to show his Situationist friends that, as a fresh migrant from Socialist Hungary, he had now become a real citizen.
Now abb ’ in French means Reverend’, so the boys nicknamed him the
Reverend’, monsieur l’abb . There, on a orst poor in the Faubourg St Martin
behind the Halles, they discussed non-stop the production of situations’.
The upper poors had neither electricity nor running water, and of course no
sanitation.
After the orst three days and nights spent in the thick smoke of cigarettes, fed
on coffee and an occasional soup and sandwiches, my father found the car
wiped clean of its contents right in front of the house. Welcome to the West!
I remember the endless discussions they had there on an action to occupy the
UNESCO ofoces and on mobilizing the media. I still do not really understand
what it was all about. This action never took place. On the other hand, these
discussions triggered years later the spontaneous creation of situations on the
streets of Paris and elsewhere. Take your dreams for reality!’ All the power
to imagination!’ All of a sudden, ordinary citizens found themselves removing the pavement from the large boulevards, talking, thinking  just for fun!
The government declared the state of emergency. But they turned out to be
wrong, the creation of situations is not about grabbing at the political power.
Then what is it about? Don’t ask me. It is about living your life. It is about
grabbing at the right to live your life without spending too much effort on its
justiocation. Unplanned pregnancy.
Mr. Williams sits in his community garden on Broadway, upper WestSide New York. The four-lane trafoc groans day and night past the tiny lot
squeezed between two tall apartment buildings. The trafoc lights switch all
synchronously from red to green to red up to the horizon. What a peace
here, delightful, isn’t it?’, Mr. Williams says. And he is right, indeed. Sitting
there on a bench, we experience what I would call a situation.
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A few blocks away, in central Harlem, Abu grows wheat, corn and potatoes
on Jefferson Avenue, on a lot the size of a little city farm. His lot faces a new
French bakery where I ate the best croissants ever, with extras for free, a
orst sign of gentriocation. But Abu is conodent: there is no danger that he
will ever have to move. The garden lies exactly on a subway line, it is ofocial,
the ground would never withstand the weight of a building.
Two years later, Abu and his garden have vanished. A seven-story building stands now where his lush plantation used to be. This is how situations
come and go.
The construction of situations occurs perhaps the way birds build their nest.
Recently I watched a couple of elsters in my back yard. Every Berlin inner court,
this is well-known, has its own elster family. This one chose to build its nest right
in front of our kitchen window, at a safe distance. The one I presumed to be the
female came orst to choose the actual spot high up the tree, at a perfect forking
of the branches. The next day the male brought a few strains of grass and a
few twigs which the female arranged loosely on the chosen spot. The actual
construction began only two days later. In an apparently perfectly un-coherent
process, the nest was ready all at once, perfectly anchored in its fork, complete
with a roof and two openings. Then nothing happened for a while. One day the
female was there again, testing the nest the way she would test a new bonnet or
stockings, trying various poses, exploring the feel it gave. Then she was gone. I
never saw them again.
Situations are not about creating a product, they are the product itself. This
is at least how I understood the leisurely pace of the birds and their apparent
detachment from the ready product. Of course they may have been hindered
from coming back by other causes, perhaps chased off by rivals?
C. Kotanyi
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Haven 1970 (The Garden 1970), 1969-70, 20 minutes, the original is 8 mm, by Kanonklubben, as part of
Mobile Kultur Byrå's contribution to pöpp68 ‘Getting Involved and Other Quirky Behavior’ at NGBK, Berlin,
2008. Also see page 88, 89 ‘Whoever Started This?’
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2. The article in the pensioners’ magazine gives credit to the Carlsberg Fund for initiating the project.
It claims that an architect together with an art professor had organized an ecological research group of
architecture students work together with a group of painting students in order to inspire them to apply
their artistic knowledge to a practical situation.

1. The last newspaper article is the most precise of all. It gives credit to the students for designing
the garden together with the pensioners and even quotes them calling the garden an art piece: ‘An
art piece — but it could be a garden’. Where the article falls short is when it falsely constructs that
the students had been originally appointed to make a permanent decoration for the courtyard –
when in reality the students had dared to leave their assignment much more radically: The Garden
1970 (1969 – 1970) was created in response to an invitation extended to the Royal Danish Art
Academy in Copenhagen for honoring the Peder Lykke Centre — the most ambitious nursing home
of the time in Denmark. It was part of the ‘Urban Plan’ — a prestigious housing project in ‘Amager’,
initiated by, and named after the Mayor of Copenhagen, Urban Hansen. Prof. Dan Sterup-Hansen
asked the free class (1968 – 1970) if they would like to take up this task to show art works in an
inauguration-exhibition. There where no plans for a garden. No involvement of the inhabitants.
Originally the design of the courtyard was planned as an arrangement consisting of concrete tiles
and rectangular hedges. When eventually the students succeeded against the resistance of the
architect to be allowed to implement a garden they created a garden that was based on the fantasies
of the old people.

In 4 newspaper articles on Haven 1970 (The Garden) from the 70s the journalists all seem to be
confused about the actual circumstances. Who made this garden? How was it conceived?

WHOEVER STARTED THIS?

The most stubbornly omitted fact is the existence and the involvement of ‘the free class’. No text
refers to the garden project as a collective artwork. They obviously didn’t understand Kanonklubben’s
claim: ‘They want a permanent art work for the atrium courtyard — so why not a garden’. In none of
the articles is any account of a free class. The journalists seem to neglect this fact all together — even
though one might think such a ‘modern and revolutionary phenomenon’ would be news worthy.

Each article makes up a different story. Throughout the articles the expectation of the students as
‘followers’ seems so powerful that the actual leading role, the students in this case take, is omitted. While
the last article actually attributes the initiative to create the garden to them, its overall patronizing attitude
leaves an ambiguous impression. The presence of students’ activities seems to create a strong expectation
for professor involvement, even if, as here, it was not the case. Statistically speaking in 50% of the
articles imaginary professors pop up. They never get credit for inventing their own task and for taking
over responsibility for shaping the urban space, which nobody had invited them for.

4. Finally the second newspaper article takes on a very patronizing attitude. Under the headline ‘The
young were allowed’ a staged photograph of the students digging with shovels in the ‘sand’ and pushing
a wheelbarrow makes them look like kids playing in the sand box. The text claims the architect gladly
abolished his own plans, when he saw the young artists' and architects' idea carried out for an unusual
garden.

7KHQRWLRQRIWKHDUWLFOHLQWKHODGLHV·PDJD]LQHLVWKDWWKHUHZDVDJHQHUDOSURWHVWDJDLQVWWKHÀUVW
garden that was designed by the architect. As a result the old inhabitants sat down with students from
the Academy’s ‘Garden Department’ to design the garden themselves. One could also conclude that
the idea at least partly was triggered by a request of the nurses, since the article also claims that they
in the end got the garden they had asked for — a garden where the old people could do their walking
exercises, on unusual terrain with different ground levels and surfaces.

their artistic knowledge to a practical situation.

Stills from the video-recordings What Do You Desire From Russia, traveling to markets with part-time trader
and pensioner chemist Svetlana Gorban, September 2011.

The traders travel several times a year to wholesale markets all over Russia where they
spend hours or even days searching for the best pieces of crystal to buy, as well as
other goods, all carefully selected. Doing this over years has made them experts. Here
ZHIROORZ6YHWODQDVHOHFWLQJFU\VWDOZRUNVWHVWLQJWKHTXDOLW\E\WDSSLQJWKHÀQJHURQ
each piece, listening to the sound, lifting it up into the light to study its purity. Will it
pass the test? The traders know the best places to buy from. They have their contacts.
7KLVLVWKHLUSULYDWHVHFUHW¶,I,GRQ·WÀQGDQ\WKLQJWKLVWLPHLWFDQZDLW,EULQJRQO\WKH
best crystal back to my customers in Kirkenes’, Svetlana concludes.

BASED ON A VIDEO INTERVIEW WITH
SVETLANA GORBAN ON THE TRAIN
BETWEEN MURMANSK AND MOSCOW,
SEPTEMBER 2011
We are all very different. Galentina Ivanovna is a professor of mathematics.
The other Galentina is a medical doctor. We all have different professions.
Irina Kurlya used to work as an administrator. Somebody used to work as
waitress. Lidia Nagajtseva joins us from Moscow. We are mainly pensioners,
except for Tonya Zheltova, who is a teacher and runs a small shop with hats
and scarves in the center of Murmansk. It is not possible to survive on a pension in Murmansk. Apartments cost a lot. Food is expensive. Electricity has
become very expensive. We are lucky because we all live in apartments that
we got during the Soviet period.
(Short pause. You hear noise from the train)
In the beginning we traveled to Norway once a year. When business grew,
we started to travel once a month. I went through a tough period when I met
Galentina Ivanova. My son had passed away. When Galentina registered me
for the travels, it was a relief. I got dragged into it bit by bit. Our business developed, in small steps. We brought very little, but there was a big demand
for crystal, for different kinds of souvenirs, also expensive birch craft. Everybody added something. I bought what I liked. I ogured, if I like it, someone
else will like it too and will buy it. That is my credo.
(Short pause. You hear noise from the train)
Coming to Norway as traders is a serious mission for us. We are not doing
any deals on the side. Not like those other girls that traveled here earlier. In the beginning, we just put our goods on the ground. Later, the Municipality started to provide tables for us, then racks to hang things appeared, and we also brought our own folding tables. No more trading on
the ground. We wait for these journeys. When the time is getting closer,
we start to telephone each other. “Did you pack? Are you ready?” Currently there are 15 people in our group. It’s getting smaller. We don’t quarrel.
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We help each other, Grandmother Raja, for instance. She is not so well
on her feet anymore, but she still travels. She is only trading socks, gloves
and scarves. We help her to load and unload her goods. Her children don’t
want her to travel.
But what should one do? Isolate oneself inside four walls, and not go anywhere? Television and that’s it. That is not a life. When I was still working,
my pension was deducted from my salary. Now there are independent pension funds. Young people don’t want to pay into them, because they don’t
trust the system. When my pension started, the 132 roubles I received, were
the highest pension possible. On these 132 roubles, I could live with my entire family  buy all we needed. Keor was 15 kopeks, bread 5 kopeks, and
meat 2 roubles. We lived very well. A whole family could live on 5 roubles
a week. I had saved 25.000 roubles, and thought, when I retire, I could buy
a small house somewhere. The children could have the pat. But when Perestroika came with the 25.000 roubles, I could only buy a gravestone for my
son who had died. Nothing more.
(The train stops. You hear the rain)

Based on a video interview with Svetlana Gorban
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APPENDIX

Timeline
Public activities by Mobile Kultur Byrå from 2013 backwards to 2006
In the National Museum’s Blindspot. When art becomes action, what
will the collection be worth?
2014: A touring group exhibiton curated by Samir M’kadmi for the National
Museum of Art, Architecture and Design, Norway
re.act.feminism
2012 — September 2013, venues in six European countries, and on the
Internet
Mobile Kultur Byrå and the Russian Market is represented as Kirsten Dufour’s contribution to this exhibition and archive programme, presenting
feminist, gender-critical and queer performance art by over 120 artists and
artist collectives from the 1960s to the beginning of the 1980s, as well as
contemporary positions.
Russian Market Turnover*
November 24 — December 22, Tromsø Center for Contemporary Art,
Tromsø
Re-locating the Russian Market from the Kirkenes town square to Tromsø
Kunstforening for 3 Christmas Sales days. On the
Previously this exhibition was
second evening, the Russian Market is followed by
entitled 'russianmarket.info —
lectures by Aileen A. Espiritu, Peter Stuart RobinTaking Inventory'
son, and Unni Gjertsen, and a video-interview of
Jamie Stapleton by Mobile Kultur Byrå. On Saturday 26, the documentary Jarmark Europa by Minze Tummerscheit is shown
at Gerdensteateret. The marketing is done in consultation wtih Linn Beate
Sollund-Walberg, Bedriftskompetanse, in collaboration with Tromsø Kunstforening.
When the Russian Market is ended an exhibition by Mobile Kultur Byrå remains, including items from LUJA Shop and artworks by Yvette Brackman.

russianmarket.info — Taking Inventory
October 9 — November 7, uqbar, projectroom, Berlin
Participating in the exhibition Market Update (Michel Chevalier/Rahel PuffTimeline
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ert and Mobile Kultur Byrå) curated by Jole Wilcke. Sunday, October 9, on the
pavement in front of uqbar, Discursive Picnic_Fleamarket with UNWETTER:
everyone is invited to be customer and seller.

russianmarket.info — Taking Inventory
August 27 — October 19, 2011, Borderland Museum, Kirkenes
Literary taking inventory, Mobile Kultur Byrå moves the core material of the
Russian Market, boxes of stored goods, into the exhibition space, a special
selection of items is on sale, in glass cases in the exhibition space or sold in
the museum-shop. The trailer used for storing the goods is placed in front of
the museum. The re-location of the goods is suspended the next market day,
September 29. In the exhibition space, photographs are replacing the goods.
A market stall, designed and built by Finn Thybo Andersen, with assistance
from Tore Larsen, Borderland Museum, is commissioned and displayed to
promote a better sales situation at the market square. The cover design is a
map of the Russian Market at the square, made by Linnea Sjöberg and Kåre
Grundvåg.

Sketching An Exhibition On Small-Scale Trade
May 22 — 31, 2011, YNKB, Copenhagen
A work-in-progress exhibition, including a one-day discussion with a particular focus on indigenous and cross-border trade in the North explored in
the artistic initiatives of LUJA and Mobile Kultur Byrå. Anthropologist Claus
Oreskov from Infonor presents his experiences from the Kola Peninsula.
Mapping Exercise
March 30 — 31, 2011, Kirkenes
Linnea Sjöberg and Kåre Grundvåg complete a mapping exercise of the
Russian Market, as part of the one-week workshop, Lessons In Sustainability  Global Tension And The Micro Level, organized by the art academies
of Tromsø, Umeå and Stockholm and Hilde Methi.
Peoples Day of Understanding, Part II
November 25, 2010, Kirkenes
Mobile Kultur Byrå provides a free language interpretation service for customers and the sellers on the Russian Market. Interpreter is Elena Babina.
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Peoples Day of Understanding, Part I
November 24, 2010, Basen, Kirkenes
Representatives of the Russian Market and Mobile Kultur Byrå invite politicians, trade organizations, and interested citizens for a public discussion
about the Russian Market situation. In a video interview, the Danish architect Hans Hagens describes the development of his initiative, the Københavns Torvelaug, an association of citizens and specialists working together
as an interest group advocating for the market in Copenhagen.
Mayday Breakfast with the Women of the Russian Market
May 1, 2009, the Seamen’s Club, Kirkenes
During the Mayday Breakfast watching a compilation of all the video-interviews made so far, with Russian subtitles.
April 30, 2009, Basen, Kirkenes
Parallel to the market we invite the women to Basen for soup and tea. Basen,
a youth club situated right next to the market square, has agreed to serve
as a base for the women during market times, offering free hot drinks and
access to their toilets.

Getting Involved and Other Quirky Behavior
November 1 — 30, 2008, Berlin
Participating in the group-show pöpp68 privat, persönlich, öffentlich, politisch at NGBK (Neue Gesellschaft für Bildende Kunst), Berlin.
June 20 — 22, 2008, Berlin
Contributing to the conference On Participation at the Akademie Der Künste, organized as part of pöpp68.

Discursive Picnic_10th Anniversary of the Russian Market. In Memory
_of Ellisif Wessel
September 25, 2008, Kirkenes
We set up a lavvu  a traditional Smi tent, and invite people to the square
in Kirkenes for a picnic to celebrate a octional 10th Anniversary of the Russian Market, in the name of the local workers’ rights pioneer, Ellisif Wessel
(1866-1949), as well as to a discussion about the Russian Market.

Timeline
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September 12, 2008, Ofelas, Kirkenes
We give a presentation at Transborder Caf , organized by Pikene på Broen,
within the 2008 European Conference of the Association of Borderland
Studies.

Barents Mobile Kultur Byrå
February 1 — 12, 2006, Kirkenes
Participating in the group exhibition, Translation, curated by Siri Austeen
at Samfunnshuset’, a building next to the market square. The work, Barents Mobile Kultur Byrå, is a set-up for different discussions, and inviting
the traders to use the space for having a cup of tea and to warm themselves
during their three days festival stay. Organizing a round-table discussion
with invited women residents of Kirkenes, seeking to form a support group
for the market women. Part of the Barents Spektakel Festival.
Texts
Trading Realities — The Truth, The Lies And The Hype Inbetween, REALITY
The Publication, issued as part of the exhibition Reality, Kunstnerforbundet, June 7  29, 2012
The Swan, the Creyfish and the Pike — and how to take Care of a Collective Trading Enterprise in another Person’s Land, Labyrint #1 (University of
Tromsø), 2011
‘Tilstandsrapport for Russemarkedet’ (Report on the Condition of the Russian Market), December 2010, distributed to authorities and alike ‘De russiske torghandlerne kommer uansett — så da er alt greit?’ (The Russian traders
are coming anyway – so then everything is OK?), letter to the editor, Sør-Garanger Avis, November 19, 2010
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Video-interviews
Since February 2006 we are video-interviewing traders, academics and parties associated with the Russian Market and others providing market perspectives;
Jamie Stapleton (Writer, Copenhagen), Hans Hagens (Architect, Copenhagen), May Griff Bye, (International Advisor, Sør-Garanger Municipality), Galentina Krasnoshchechenko (late Russian Market Trader, Kirkenes,
and Pensioner, Murmansk), Bente Larsen (Head of Administration,
Sør-Garanger Municipality), Solvej Mikkola (Head of the Department
for Immigration, Sør-Garanger Municipality), Talja Nabiullina (Sputnik
Tourist Agency, Murmansk), Helge Dahl Pettersen (Privjet Tourist Agency, Kirkenes), Larissa Riabova (Kola Science Center, Apatite), Simon Tivilov (Manager, Seamen’s Club, Kirkenes), Maria Goman and Alexei Filin
(The Norwegian Barents Secretariat), Randi Fløtten Andreassen (Editor,
Sør-Garanger Avis, Arne Store (jounalist, Sør-Garanger Avis), Rimma Kuruch (Pensionery Murmana), Galentina Dolgaya, Antonina Zheltova, Natalia Shurlya, Svetlana Gorban (Russian Market Traders, Kirkenes, and
Pensioners, Murmansk).
On the web site www.russianmarket.info we publish the market-schedule.

Timeline
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pöpp68, at NGBK Berlin, 2008. Detail of installation view of ‘Getting Involved and Other Quirky Behavior’
see pg. 86. Table cards with portraits of MKB's interview partners placed on a table painted by Finn Thybo
Andersen and built by Jürgen Drescher.

CONTRIBUTORS
Espíritu, Aileen A.
Dr Aileen A. Espíritu is the Director of The Barents Institute at the University of Tromsø. The Institute, located in Kirkenes, focuses on comparative
research on borders and borderlands, transnational relations (notably between Russia and Norway), the High North/Arctic, and regional development. Espíritu’s research areas include sustainable development in industrial communities, quality of life studies in mono-industry towns in the Barents
Region, cross-border identities and performances, gender, international political economy, and indigenous-state relations.
Kotanyi, Christophe
Christophe Kotanyi participates in community gardening in Berlin, among
others in the Allmende-Kontor garden on the historical airoeld in Berlin-Tempelhof. He has a background in astronomical research. He was raised
in Belgium after the collapse of the Hungarian uprising in 1956, when his
family left the country. He is engaged, as a theorist and in life, in the current
repexion on the chances and perspectives of a post- economic era lurking
on the horizon.
Overrein, Marit
Marit Overrein is a MA student in Art History at the University of Tromsø.
Since 2011, she has been working at Tromsø Center for Contemporary Art,
as an exhibition guide, administrative co-worker, and a gallery host.
Pedersen, Svein Ingvoll
Svein Ingvoll Pedersen has since 2008 been Director of Tromsø Center for
Contemporary Art where he has produced a number of exhibitions with
Norwegian and international artists. He is an art historian and has published theoretical articles among others within subjects like gender research
and photo history. He has been teaching at the Art Academy in Tromsø and
in other Norwegian schools and universities and was for several years Professor at University of University. He was the Director of North Norwegian
Art Center from 2005-2008.
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MOBILE KULTUR BYRÅ MEMBERS
Dufour, Kirsten
Kirsten Dufour is a visual artist who lives in Copenhagen. She works with groups
that attempt to unite artistic and political practice. One of these groups is YNKB
(Ydre Nørrebro Kultur Bureau), a project space founded in 2001. She is interested in an experimenting dialogical art practice with a special interest in how art
can take position and be present in the local sphere, creating new long lasting
venues for art. Different YNKB projects like Peoples Museum’ Birzeit in Palestine 2007-2009-. Astrid Noack¸s Atelier’ and Artreach ’ with Nikolaj, Center
of Contemporary Art with an Urban gardening project in Copenhagen since
2010-. Co-founder of LUSN an international video archive for women artists
and activists in 2002. Involved in several socio-aesthetic projects in the beginning of the 70es, including The Canon Club, with 7 Women Images’ shown in
WACK! Art and the Feminist Revolution’ at the Geffen Contemporary, MOCA,
Los Angeles 2007 and PS1, NY 2008.
Methi, Hilde
Hilde Methi is a curator living in Kirkenes, Northeast Norway. She is interested in the geopolitical while engaging into local, cross-border situations, in
collaborative projects, often of extended duration. A recent project was the
Smi Art Festival 2008-2011, a series of events in different parts of Spmi/
the Barents Region over three years, with autonomy, trauma and markets as
its key contents. From 2002 to 2008 she worked as the director of the arts
production company Pikene på Broen (The Girls On The Bridge) in Kirkenes.
Solbrig, Ulrike
Ulrike Solbrig is a visual artist and curator living in Berlin. In her work she
maintains a critical perspective on the representation and organization
of modern life and nature. Solbrig is a co- founder of the interdisciplinary
UNWETTER collective, which started its non-academic knowledge production at documenta11. They connect with their continued practice of Discursive Picnics, institutional and non-institutional spaces all over the world. Discursive Picnics are open invitations for anybody to become a guest or a host, to
carry out and share and exchange food, theory and practice in public. Exhibitions include: EXRTEME CRAFTS at Freies Museum Berlin, pöpp68 at NGBK
Berlin and SEXWORK Art Mythos Reality at NGBK Berlin.
Mobile Kultur Byrå members
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SPONSORS

The art initiative Mobile Kultur Byrå (since 2006)
fosters modest cultural endeavors while at the same
time contemplating their own situation as cultural
producers. They take the difficult working conditions
of the Russian Market traders, who travel from
Murmansk, Russia to Kirkenes, Norway once a month
to trade at the town square, as the departure point for
their interventions and investigations into the realities
of small scale, cross-border trading.

